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About SAE
SAE Logistics have been helping businesses for over 40 years – delivering a service 
renowned for reliability and exceptional levels of customer service across a full 
range of services including: 

•   Same day, next day and hand-to-hand deliveries
•  Haulage for full and part loads
•   Overseas freight forwarding by air, road or sea
•   Warehousing, commercial storage and pick ‘n’ 

pack services
•  Full event and exhibition logistics management
•   High value and time-critical medical  

equipment deliveries

 
Specialist Services include:

•   Event logistics – storage, handling and distribution including set up 
and break down of equipment at venues of all sizes.  Our service also 
includes sourcing of promotional items or staff should they be required. 
From shipping full size replica Batmobiles to hot air balloons - no event 
request is too large for SAE.

•   Medical Device Management – the storage, handling and distribution 
of medical devices to end user consumers or hospitals, operating  
theatres and clinics throughout the world. When your service really 
matters, you can trust SAE to deliver.

•   Out Of Hours (OOH) - SAE provide a  
complete 24/7 distribution service of urgent 
devices, product or equipment to any  
location in the UK and Europe

You will find us the ideal choice for your logistics 
requirements, as our premises are just outside 
Rickmansworth in Hertfordshire, conveniently 
near the M25, M1, M40, M4 and Heathrow. 

At our operating centre in Hertfordshire on the 
outskirts of West London, we provide storage 
facilities for all types of goods ranging from indi-
vidual carton, multiple pallets, exhibition equip-
ment and specialist services including medical 
devices. Our dedicated warehouse  
is fully protected by the latest in security meas-
ures to provide you with complete peace of mind 
that your goods are safe and secure.

Using SAE’s any-time online E-Warehouse and 
E-Transport stock management and movement 
system, orders are picked and packed to meet 
desired delivery timescales and shipped directly 
to addresses throughout the UK and Worldwide. 
At SAE we take our responsibilities very  

seriously. Being fully ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 
accredited means that you will have absolute 
assurance in SAE’s ability to deliver high level 
services supported by a well-managed, audited 
structure. We recognise that our industry leaves 
a carbon footprint. 

As a result it is our objective to ensure that, 
where possible, our activities do not have an 
adverse effect on the environment. 

SAE Logistics are full members of the  
following trade associations who work closely 
with Government to create standards  
recognised worldwide within our industry:

•  RHA – Road Haulage Association
•  UKWA – UK Warehousing Association
•   BIFA – British International Freight Association
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Reliable transportation of your goods is essential to your 
business. We understand this need and our commitment  
is to delivering them efficiently and safely to businesses, 
or directly to consumers, throughout the UK, Europe  
and Worldwide.
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Transport
Reliable transportation of your goods is essential to your
business. We understand this need and our commitment is to  
delivering them efficiently and safely to businesses, or directly 
to consumers, throughout the UK, Europe and Worldwide.

As a family-run business, we value relationships with our team and with our customers.  
Our excellent reputation has been built on reliability, trust and personal attention. What sets us 
apart is our ability to customise our services to meet your needs. Does your business have tight 
deadlines, short lead-times, unusual requests or difficult delivery locations? No problem. Our 
dedicated and expert team can’t wait to help you. 

Same day couriers 
We take everything from envelopes to pallets anywhere in the UK or Europe. 24/7:
any time day or night, any day of the week.

Overnight pallets and cartons 
Do you need your item before 9am, 10am or 12pm? We offer timed next day bookings
to all parts of the UK including offshore islands.

Specialist Haulage 
Our versatile fleet of vehicles offers options for full loads up to 26 standard pallets
or groupage and part loads. Let us solve your challenges with time critical
deliveries to any destination.

Overseas - ROAD. AIR. SEA 
When it comes to overseas transport, we are committed to making the most cost
effective logistics arrangements to suit your deadlines. Whether you need
important documents on a desk in NYC by 12.00 tomorrow, or 20 kangaroo
statues importing from Australia, our experienced overseas division can ensure
the smooth transition of your freight.

E-Transport 
Our online transport booking system makes it quick and easy to arrange
transportation of your goods at any time of the day or night. Our team are 
always ready and waiting to put it into action.

Providing you with all of  
your logistics requirements
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Handling
You may think that handling is just a part of the logistics process.
But when you entrust us with the products at the heart of your
business, we always go the extra mile to get it right! 
 
Investing in your business 
Our team undergoes rigorous training to meet our high standards. Our ISO 9001 and 14001
accreditations are a testament to the bar we set for all of our services. We look after our staff so that
they look after you! From the moment your goods arrive on our site, they will be unloaded and taken
to our dedicated warehouse with the utmost care and professionalism.

Our handling commitment to you:

•  Licensed forklift operators certified by the RTITB 
•   We ensure your goods are properly handled with care and  

consideration
•  We have stringent RH&D processes for checks and put-aways 
•   We check the condition of all products and packaging on arrival  

to keep you fully informed 
•  Careful checking of stock levels against pre-advice slips 
•   Recording of expiry dates and registering of unique serial  

numbers/batch numbers 
•  Handling of heavy, oversized or hazardous goods 
•   We always ensure goods are stored in our dedicated  

warehouse according to best practices

On leaving the warehouse the same standards and appropriate packaging are applied, so you
can be sure that your goods arrive at their destination in the condition they arrived.

Handling
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Storage
Our warehousing services offer you flexibility, but most
importantly, the peace of mind that your goods are safe and
secure. You can benefit from one or all of our expert offerings.
Starting with the collecting and transporting your goods from a
designated location in the UK (or worldwide) and storing them
in our dedicated warehouse, right through to picking and
packing your goods and taking them to their final destination.    
By partnering with SAE, you can take advantage of flexible storage that feeds directly into our
National delivery network. This means your business can reduce transport costs and lead
times for your customers. 

You will also benefit from:

Our expert warehouse team are fully certified to handle your goods with care
and consideration.

Providing you with all of  
your logistics requirements
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Warehouse

•  Secure covered warehousing 

•  Sophisticated alarm system and full site CCTV 

•  RH&D with expert checking systems in place 

•  Dedicated stock management and documentation system 

•  ISO 9001 & 14001 accreditations  

•    Conveniently located minutes from major motorways  

M25/M4/M40/M1 

•  Long-term storage available 

•  Pallet storage, oversized items and machinery 

•   Items stored by FIFO and FEFO – so you can rely on us to  
inform you when your stock needs moving

http://www.saelogistics.com/storage-solutions


Handling
Your business is our business and we ensure that all goods are handled with the
necessary attention. From unloading by our RTITB certified drivers to manual lifting,
we treat every receipt or dispatch with the same eye for detail. Our thorough checks
on your stock mean you will have total peace of mind. Whether bulk items or
component parts, our expert staff will ensure they are in the condition you expect
them to be.

Storage
Our Warehouse offers you facilities which are secure and convenient. All your goods
will be stored and recorded using our online system, so we can move any item by
unique serial or batch number at any time. Your items will be stored in designated
areas in our specialist warehouse. Whether long-term or for 24 hours, our storage 
solution will meet your every need. 

E-warehouse
Our dedicated stock management system has been individually designed to meet
all of your requirements at any time of the day or night. It gives you real-time
information to ensure you maintain the right stock availability. When you book with
our E-Warehouse system, you know your items will be where they need to be on
time, every time. 

Fulfilment
No matter what shape, size, weight or quantity - from single pieces to complex
multi-component kits - we can expertly ‘pick and pack’ and despatch your orders. If 
you are looking for a reliable fulfilment partner, then SAE will satisfy your every need. 
Our attention to detail is second to none, providing a high-quality, reliable packing & 
delivery service. 
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Fulfilment
The range of fulfilment services available from SAE, extend
beyond the packing and distribution of your products. Our friendly
team of experts excel at tailor-made solutions. So no matter what 
your business workflow demands, we can meet your requests 
with a seamless delivery.
 
Reliable fulfilment services are highly sought after. We are proud of the strong reputation we have
for our flexibility and “can-do” attitude. From the pick & pack of tiny components and handling of sterile
medical equipment, right through to large pallets. Our ANY-time stock management system means you 
are in full control of your stock no matter the time of day or night. 
 Our fulfilment service delivers:

We are passionate about what we do. When you choose our fulfilment services, you can be
assured that your business critical elements will be accomplished with care and precision.

•  Integrated stock management and order control 
•  Full kitting service using multiple components 
•  Time critical response 
•  Pre-agreed or suitable packaging 
•  FIFO/FEFO control and advice 
•  POS collation and distribution 
•  Returns management 

Fulfilment
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Medical
Medical logistics is a very specialist field. We are proud to be
entrusted with the safe, reliable and timely delivery of complex
equipment and medical devices to patients, medical units and
theatres. We combine process knowledge, strong relationships
and specialised employee training to help our customers and
partners achieve their patient care goals. 

We understand these deliveries are often sensitive in nature. Your medical requirements are  
treated with confidentiality, discretion and understanding; drawing on years of specialist medical  
logistics.Client satisfaction is at the forefront of our service and out-of-hours deliveries are always 
available on request.

Our fulfilment service delivers:

From exceptional customer care to dependable and dedicated service. When you need a medical
logistics partner you can rely on, SAE will deliver on every level. 

Providing you with all of  
your logistics requirements
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• Specialist storage with FEFO management for peace of mind 

• Full audit control 

• Clear communication with patients or medical units 

• Bespoke stock management for any-time stock movements

•  Recording of batch or serial numbers for unique equipment 
identification by the MHRA 

• Out-of-hours service 

• Delivery direct to patients or anywhere within a medical unit

• Assembly of large medical equipment in theatre
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Event and exhibition 
management 
Organising events or exhibitions can be a logistical nightmare –
literally! Not with SAE Logistics. By developing a specialist division
within our logistics team, we provide a comprehensive event and
exhibition service which caters for every possible requirement.
Working with a wide range of Marketing, PR, Advertising and Corporate Event professionals, we 
always go the extra mile to make your event run smoothly. From same day couriers to Worldwide  
event management, our team deliver:

Ideally located on the M25, we are perfectly placed for quick response times and convenient
storage solutions. From moving full size replica batmobiles to hot air balloons – no request is  
too big for our dedicated team.

•  Expert event consultancy saving you time and budget 

•  Venue delivery and collection of equipment to/from 

venues (incl. set up/take down) 

• Storage of all of your event equipment and collateral

• Sourcing and fulfilment of goody bags 

• Staff provided for promotions and security 

• Support with AV requirements

• Worldwide transport services

Providing you with all of  
your logistics requirements
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Why choose SAE
If you require professional and experienced logistical support, SAE Logistics are able 
to draw upon over 40 years of experience in the provision of complete supply chain 
services. “Delivering Reliable Solutions” isn’t just a tag-line, but what we do! 
We are proud that our reputation is built on reliability, flexibility, trust, personal  
attention and the ability to customise our services to meet all of your needs.

Whether you are a global household name or 
a sole trader, you can be confident that SAE 
will offer a uniquely pro-active approach to any 
combination of services you may require. 

Our ability to provide everything that you need 
for handling, storing and delivering your goods, 
UK or worldwide, and our “can do” attitude is 
what really sets us apart. 

We believe that the team at SAE is our greatest asset. With 
well trained, pro-active colleagues, we are able to deliver 
the high level of service that you will require.

Much more than just a “standard parcel carrier”, your 
business will benefit from expertise across a wide range of 
services, all overseen by a dedicated account manager to 
ensure that from storage to delivery, we go the extra mile to 
make sure you will be completely satisfied. 

Ideally located for all major transport routes, we will 
become an extension of your business – a company 
you can rely on to uphold your reputation with your 
customers. In providing complete logistics solutions 
we make things extremely easy for you and your 
customers.  

One call - one company - one person.  
It really is as simple as that.

Whatever the job or the problem we will find a way to achieve 
a smooth and efficient operation

ITA choose us
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Delivering reliable solutions

Coppermill Lane, 
West Hyde, Rickmansworth 

Hertfordshire. WD3 9XS

T: +44 (0)1895 825258  
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